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March 9, 2007

School right to silence cellphones
By Geoff Matthews
At the end of the day, students at Ottawa's Notre Dame Catholic High School have only themselves to blame for
a sweeping ban on the use of cellphones and other electronic devices on school property.
Some of the students no doubt will complain that the loss of phone and iPod privileges is a violation of their
rights. Perhaps they should have considered that a couple of weeks earlier when a cellphone camera was used
to capture footage of a teacher and students in a hallway and the resulting images posted on YouTube.
It wasn't the first time controversy has swirled in our region about the use of camera-equipped cellphones, which
have become a ubiquitous part of student equipment.
Last fall, a Gatineau school board banned the devices from classrooms after a similar incident when two high
school students secretly videotaped their teacher's outburst -- after they provoked him -- and posted it on the
YouTube website.
It's not just the embarrassment caused by Internet postings that ought to be considered as other schools and
school boards ponder whether to follow the Notre Dame example.
Cellphones can be yet another massive distraction to students who already have plenty of them, from worries
about keeping up to date with their studies to body image; from diet to dating.
Keeping the cellphones and various other electronic devices turned off and tucked away just might allow teens to
concentrate long enough to earn their high school diplomas and actually absorb a bit of what the teachers at the
front of the room are telling them.
Staying focused is tough enough in the teenaged years, without the continuous tap-tapping of text messages and
transmission of everything from notes to tunes and pictures.
And that's to say nothing of the opportunity the phones provide to pass exam answers among themselves.
Teachers and administrators have stood helplessly by as respect and discipline have been eroded in the school
system.
Staff at Notre Dame High School have drawn their virtual line in the sand. Others would be wise to follow suit.
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